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Dear Bill, 

Rod has told me how buoy you are. I know how bue!jhe in. I am, too. 
Roeever, I aloe believe that the transcript I cant you is a really eajor exclusive that today can rosult in brealdng much evidence loose, ie saandalous and can force a nee trial. 

eeeause of the roearkable parallels to my current suit I'm including a chapter on it in this book. In course of putting the draft together I caxemjErvaa several documents I believe have never bean published, although their meaelue was. And what eeema to be still another sensation. 

Were I a real expert on the ROC ease, which I'm not, I'd be certain. The beet I can say is that I havOrocollection of ever seeing this understood. When the Sirhan dofeeze did not contest that he had. been the killer, it need not have been and probably was not questioned in court. 
During the flap over Wolfer 10/71 Busch was preneed by the prees. Among his "proofs" that Sirhan was the lone killer that I rememeer seeing in print nowhere ia that the teat bullets ,ere compared with that removed from eft's sixth cervical verteObra. I kuov this was on the LA OityNows wire but the moaning was never reported anywehere. The reporters missed it. 

Tracing the Sirhan shooting to the oixth cervical vertebra and removing a bullet from it dome.; not trace the cause of death. a nonfatal injury. A shot to the mastoid by a bullet that fragmented and not balliatically identifiable is what killed. 

Just ao everybody missed that transcript of the session lea o than a month after conviction (spay 15 and April 17, respectively, 1969) no also does everybody seem to have missed ettem the meaning of this. I have the CRS original ticker copy. 
In combination I think the ntory becomes even more sensational. 14ew and meaningful, too. 

I have put it all together other than you would and longer in this rough draft. I have used excerpts from the transcript rearranged by eubjzct to make different panes, life they had and. withheld etidenco, have more than the 10 volumes of eumezaries they now admit, the ereeervation to be guaranteed, etc. If this can interest you I can send copies. 
The fact of the deatructien of the second pistol is known. I melee° the eolice teletype which I believe was never used together with the evidence that identifies the wrong or destroyed pieta as the one used in the teats. 
The skeleton chart in Romethine Rod said he could male an the JFX eteviee.For understanding, "at eublication. it comae from a standard text. 


